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How can we let people participate?

Multiple temporal 
and spatial scales
Make the problems 
a million times 
more complicated.



Trees, Stands, Forests, Temporal, Spatial 
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Balance and Optimize using Artificial Intelligence 
from multiple temporal and spatial scales



We need models

•Strategic and Tactical

•Simulation and optimization 

•Regulation-based and target-oriented

•Spatial and non-spatial

•Trees, stands and forests



FSOS
FSOS is a Forest Simulation Optimization System model. 

FSOS uses artificial intelligence (Simulated Annealing) to generate forest management 
plans to transform forests to their desired states, maintain the desired states, balance 
and sustain profit and product flows. 

Desired states are defined from the perspectives of watershed condition, carbon 
storage, wildlife habitat, biodiversity, recreation, visual quality objective etc. Timber 
flows can be outputs of FSOS。

FSOS uses cloud computing, you can use any internet browser to run FSOS at any time 
and any places and do not need to install any particular software. Using FSOS is like 
playing a game. It is a good tool for forest planners, researchers and students to learn 
forest modelling, artificial intelligence algorithms, and parallel cloud computing.



FSOS key features
1. FSOS focuses on both “what we can take from the forest” and “what we can create in 

the forest”.

2. FSOS uses our own cloud computing technology “EasyCloud” that can allocate a 
number of computers in the private network or the cloud to find good solutions in 
shorter time. 

3. FSOS uses an artificial intelligence algorithm simulated annealing to optimize, balance 
and sustain forest ecosystem services. 

4. Trade-offs can be made between temporal scales because all periods are considered 
simultaneously. 

5. Trade-offs can be made between ecosystem objectives, areas and layers because all 
layers and zones are considered simultaneously. 

6. Layout road and blocks, and schedule simultaneously. 

7. FSOS can integrate stand levels in landscape levels modeling. 

8. FSOS combines spatial and non-spatial in one model. 
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FSOS Integrates Strategic and Tactical



FSOS integrates block, road locations and scheduling
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Simple and 
powerful



1, Polygon query, edit and tools



2, List all tree species and generate dynamics using knowledge database



3, Define stands, generate dynamics, link polygons



4, Define layers, set regulations and desired states



5, Integrate demand and supply



6, Scenarios



Conclusions
FSOS can do simulation and optimization with the

same data and parameters. Both simulation and
optimization have advantages and disadvantages.

FSOS can produce strategies to transform forest
layers from different initial states to the desired
states.

Combining blocking and scheduling is an effective
way to achieve and maintain patch size distribution
targets over the planning horizon while maximizing
timber flows.



Conclusions

FSOS can identify treatment strategies under different natural
disturbance regimes to transform forest layers to desired states.

FSOS integrates tactical and strategic planning processes. It
produces a long-term treatment schedule according to current
states, desired states, projected dynamics and the
sustainability of resources. The short-term schedule (1 – 20
years) is a subset of the long-term schedule, which guides
current forest operations.



Conclusions
FSOS is an efficient tool for adaptive forest management.

Forest blocks are dynamic and treatment schedules can be
modified when forest engineers reshape the blocks, update
the database or when natural disturbance occurs.

FSOS uses simultaneous planning for multiple layers and
multiple rotations. Tradeoffs can be made between
resources and between rotations. This differs from time-
step simulation, which requires explicit intervention of the
analysts to examine tradeoffs between resources and
between rotations (or periods).



Conclusions

FSOS demonstrates that there are numerous high
quality solutions to the problems, and each solution
has a different spatial pattern. From operations
research perspectives, it is frustrating that there is
no global “optimal” solution. However, from a forest
management perspective, this is good news because
it indicates robustness in the forest management.
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